GREEN THOUGHT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS

Green Thought journal is released two times per year (June and December). Deadlines for
paper submission are May 15th and November 15th. Papers are accepted exclusively in
electronic form to the mail address of the journal cepor.fpn@gmail.com or the editor
darko.nadic@fpn.bg.ac.rs

The text should be prepared in accordance with the following technical instructions:


Paper shouldn’t have more than 35 000 characters, and book reviews shouldn’t have
more than 7 000 characters.



Papers should be sent in Microsoft Office Word form (2000, 2003, 2007 or 2010). Font
should be Times New Roman, size 12, line spacing 1.5, margins 2.5cm (top, bottom,
left, right). Text alignment should be justified. All pages must be numerated. Page
format should be A4 (210x297mm).



Every paper should include the title of the paper, first and last name of the author,
institution in which the author works or the place of residence, and the information of
the contact, or e-mail address.



Every paper must include an abstract in Serbian and English language (at the end of
the text) and should include 150 to 250 words, and keywords (from 5 to 10).



Use exclusively footnotes in the paper. Don’t use footnotes in a review.



Publishable languages are Serbian, Croatian, Slovenian, English, Russian, French,
Spanish, and German. Editors’ board decides whether the paper will be published in
its original language or translated to Serbian language.

Manuscript Editing Style:


Books
Matthe Paterson, Global Warming and Global Politics, Routledge, London, 1996, pp.
56



Journal Article
Allan Bell, „Climate of opinion: public and media discourse on the global
environment“., Discourse and Society , vol. 5, no. 1, pp. 33-64



Newspaper or magazine article
Pierre Luther, „China goes into the world news business“, Le monde diplomatique, 10
April 2011, p.22.



Documents
“Health at a glance 2011: OECD indicators”, OECD Publishing, Paris, 2011, pp.38–
42.



Internet article
Paul Collier and Anke Hoeffler, Greed and grievance in civil war, World Bank,
Washington, D.C, 2000, Available from: http://ssrn.com/abstract=630727, (Accessed
7 August 2010), p.5.

Every work should include a mandatory bibliography at the end, i.e. the list of the literature
used in the paper. In bibliography list all references as in footnotes with only difference being
author's last name in front of the first. For chapters in edited volumes write page numbers. For
book reviews write total number of pages.

